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                                                              Incentives in  
                                                   
                                   
                                     Bad Kleinkirchheim, Carinthia 
 

 
 

Bad Kleinkirchheim’s strength lies in its versatility and balance. The unique combination of 
Alpine fitness and the many wellbeing oases really distinguish the village. Sport and fitness 
means exercise and freedom together in pure nature. The 18 hole golf course lies picturesquely 
embedded between gentle rolling hills, fields and forests at an altitude of 1,100m above sea 
level, with beautiful views of the blaze of Autumn colour spread across the Nock Mountains. A 
new experience is guaranteed every time you tee off. 

The mountains and lake worlds offer ideal conditions for all types of sports. Nordic Walking in 
healthy altitudes with sport trainers, expert advice is given at the Valley Station of the 
Brunnach National Park Lift, and Mountain Bike tours ranging from easy to difficult – always 
under the professional care of trained sport teachers round off the perfect program. 

Bad Kleinkirchheim is one of the most sought after locations in Austria as a venue for seminars and 
conventions:  

 Hotels equipped with the most modern conference 
facilities and offering an ample choice of rooms (two 5-
star hotels and 21 4-star hotels);  

 A time-tested tradition of hosting large conventions – 
highly professional organization and management of 
business meetings, incentives and programs of all 
kinds;  

 A wide choice of leisure time activities in the spectacular alpine environment of the 
Nockberg Mountains, including golf, tennis, excursions, etc;  

 Wellness and relaxation in two magnificent spa facilities (St. Kathrein Center and Thermal 
Römerbad Spa) and in the hotels which offer a wellness area for their guests. 

Outdoor Adventure in the Carinthian Nock Mountains 
“... the very special things in life cannot be described, you have to live them ...” 
 
 
Rest stops with time to enjoy some culinary specialites: 

 Hüttenzauber – traditional evening in a hut including a Carinthian snack  
 Frigga, (cheese, speck, bread or polenta) cooked on a log fire  
 Water picknick  
 Grilling fish at the lakeside  
 And lots more  

Or why not choose an exclusive evening program: 
 Mountain top dinner on the Kaiserburg (2000m)  
 Captain´s dinner on a boat  
 Medieval castle dinner  
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We design your event/incentive in accordance with nature. Select from the following activities 
divided into groups of different levels, accompanied and organized by a professional and skilled 
team of sport instructors. The programs can be combined as desired and are available as half, full 
or more day programs. 
Some team building suggestions……. 
 
TEAM BUILDING on the mountain - or on the lake-side 
Water games & highland trophy.... without any previous knowledge, 
split up in teams, we promote the team spirit of your company. 
Sportivity, shown by doing trendy and wellknown sports, dexterity and 
creativity are required! As breathtaking scenery we offer locations at 
the lake- or mountain side. 
Service: Team building, equipment 
Length of time: 1.5 - 2.5 hours 
Quantity: 15 - 200 persons 
 
HIGHLANDGAMES 
Alp adventure & Team building.... we reach our destination, an 
original alpine pasture, by hiking, biking, nordic walking or mountain 
railway or Traktortaxi. After a typical carinthian snack, we split up 
your group in teams and start to promote the team spirit of your 
company! Sportivity, shown by doing trendy and wellknown sports, 
dexterity and creativity are required! You conclude the day with our 
special evening highlight: dinner at the top of the Kaiserburg. 
Service: Guided tour, Team building, food 
Length of time: 5 - 6 hours 
Quantity: 15 - 200 persons 
 
TRACTOR RALLYE 
Chugging as in the olden days 
.... a nostalgic journey with the oldtimer tractors. Along the journey 
there are sporty, culturally and culinary challenges. Once to be at the 
wheel oneself - childhood dreams get true. 
Service: Tractors, organisation, food 
Length of time: 3 - 4 hours 
Quantity: 15 - 30 persons 
  
CARINTHIAN WATER-GAMES 
Summer feeling, Sun & South 
.... sportive activities all around the lake! Teamwork, summer feeling, 
sun...... Beach vollyeball, beach tennis, trendsports, water adventures, 
kayak, canoe, dragon boat, building a raft.... final higliht: enjoy 
the barbecue and the sunset at the beach. 
Service: Guided tour, Team building, food 
Length of time: 5 - 6 hours 
Quantity: 15 - 100 persons 
 
MEDIEVAL GAMES 
Like Middle Age 
.... a tournament in a historic backdrop, near castle Sommeregg 
(Seeboden). Team building with different challenges like, archery, 
throwing competition... After the challenges you get a well-earned 
knight's banquet..... 
Service: Team building, food 
Length of time: 3 - 4 hours 
Quantity: 25 - 150 persons                                                                                                           


